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SECTION-B

VI) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:
5x1=5

When he was born everyone 'advised' his parents to get rid of the kid as he was blind. But his

parents, who were not affluent by any counts, chose to take care of him, that too, to the best of

their abilities and gave him education. Forbes has named him in the list of super achievers from

Asia under the age of 30 but visually challenged Srikanth Bolla is in no mood to celebrate. His goal

is to get into the Forbes list of richest persons - and he won't settle for anything less.

Such is the determination of the 25 year - old, who was born blind and overcame all adversities

to become the first international blind student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

and now heads a Rs 30 crore ($4.6 million) company.

Visiting manufacturing plants in different locations in Telangana and Karnataka, attending

business meetings and, in between, trouble shooting over the phone, the CEO of Bollant Industries

is a busyman.

Born in family of farmers in Machilipatnam in Andhra Pradesh, life has been one long struggle

for him. After passing his Class 10 exam he chose the science stream for the plus-two stage but

was not permitted to write the Joint Entrance Exam for IIT-aspirants as he was blind.

"I said when IIT doesn't want me, I don't want IIT either. Let me find the best opportunity in the

world-better than IIT. MIT being the top school in the world, I always wanted to go there and I went

there," said Srikanth, who has a B.SC in management from MIT.
Questions:
1. What did people advise the parents of Srikanth when he was born?

A:__________________________________________________________________
2. What is the goal of Srikanth?

A:__________________________________________________________________
3. Why did Srikanth decide to study in MIT?

A:__________________________________________________________________
4. Write the antonym of 'permit'.

A:__________________________________________________________________

5. Answer 'True' of 'False'.
Srikanth missed a great chance because he could not take the Joint Entrance Exam for

IIT.

A:__________________________________________________________________

JR ENGLISH - Section B & C
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VII. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that  follow: 5 x 1 = 5

Ministry of Human Resource Development under its National Mission on Education through

Information and Communication Technology has initiated the National Digital Library of India (NDL

India) pilot project to develop a framework of virtual repository of learning resources with a single-

window search facility. Filtered and federated searching is employed to facilitate focused searching

so that learners can find out the right resource with least effort and in minimum time. NDL India is

designed to hold content of any language and provides interface support for leading Indian languages

(currently Hindi and Bengali). It is being arranged to provide support for all academic levels including

researchers and life-long learners, all disciplines, all popular form of access devices and differently-

abled learners. It is being developed to help students to prepare for entrance and competitive

examination, to enable people to learn and prepare from best practices from all over the world and

to facilitate researchers to perform inter-linked exploration from multiple sources. The pilot project

is devising a framework that is being scaled up with respect to content volume and diversity to

serve all levels and disciplines of learners. It is being developed at IIT Kharagpur (Source: https:/

/ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/)

Questions:

1. What is the passage about?

A: _____________________________________________________________

2. NDL means

A: _____________________________________________________________

3. Which languages does NDL support currently?

A: _____________________________________________________________

4. Find a word from the passage that means 'search'?

A: _____________________________________________________________

5. Who has developed the pilot project of the NDL?

A: _____________________________________________________________
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SECTION-C

VIII. Fill in the blanks with a, an or the. 6x1/2=3

a) Please give me___ hundred.

b) Tripura is in _____North East of India.

c) I saw ______ untidy child.

d) Hindus read ________ Bhagavadgeetha.

e) Can you find me____small house for rent?

f) My sister is _________RTO.

IX. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions. 6x1/2=3

a) I prefer _________travel by train

b) An atheist does't believe _____ the existence of God

c) They shared the booty______ themselves.

d) The plane took ______ on time.

e) I have been waiting for you __ 7O' clock. f) Sresta always sits___ Sonica in Church.

X. Fill in the blanks with suitable forms of the verbs given in brackets. 5 x1=5

a) If you start at once, you ______________  by 6O' clock (arrive)

b) Please don't make noise ! I ______________  (study)

c) They______________ my brother an hour ago (meet)

d) Yesterday I ______________ absent (be)

e) Ravi ______________ in the garden since morning (work)
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XI) Rewrite the following sentences as directed. 5 x 1 = 5

a) The boys are eating food. (Begin the sentence with "Food")

A: __________________________________________________________________

b) Kiran said, " I am angry" (Change into indirect speech)

A: __________________________________________________________________

c) Copper is the best conductor (Change into positive degree)

A: __________________________________________________________________

d) Sunny went to Canada.  He will pursue good job

 (Combine the sentence using to + infinitive)

A: __________________________________________________________________

e) Let us walk on the pavement (Add a question tag)

A: __________________________________________________________________

XII. Rewrite the following sentences correcting the underlined part. The entire sentence must

be written. 5 x 1 = 5

a) Mother is loving her daughter.

A: __________________________________________________________________

b) She has been absent since three days.

A: __________________________________________________________________

c) The gold is a precious metal.

A: __________________________________________________________________

d) This restaurant is more better than the other.

A: __________________________________________________________________

e) He knows french beside English.

A: __________________________________________________________________
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XIII. Use any THREE of the following phrasal verbs in your own sentences: 3x1=3

a) Hurry up

A: __________________________________________________________________

b) Eat away

A: __________________________________________________________________

c) Gave up

A: __________________________________________________________________

d) Turn off

A: __________________________________________________________________

e)  Deal with

A: __________________________________________________________________

f)  Find out

A: __________________________________________________________________

XIV. Identify the silent consonant(s) in the following words. 6x1/2=3

a) Buffet A:___________________

b) align A:___________________

c) knight A:___________________

d) Chalk A:___________________

e) gargle A:___________________

f) Psalm A:___________________

XV. Identify the part of  speech of the underlined words. 6x1/2=3

a) She was born in 2005. A:___________________

b) He solved the problem quickly. A:___________________

c) Congrats! finally you won the match. A:___________________

d) Do you smoke? A:___________________

e) The new car broke down. A:___________________

f) Madhav is rich but he does not spend a pie. A:___________________
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XVI. Match the Words in Column 'A' with their meanings /definitions in Column'B'. 6x1/2=3

Column'A' Column'B'

1) Impatient [   ] (a) to loot (or) plunder

2) Adventure [   ] (b) the ability to recover quickly from depression

3) Resilience [   ] (c) remains/ trace

4) Pillage [   ] (d) to praise or welcome somebody publicly

5) Vestige [   ] (e) easily annoyed by someone's mistakes

6) Acclaim [   ] (f) An usual,exciting or danger journey

(g) on the way

(h) a violent windy storm

XVII. The number of students in five different classes is like this. 150 students in 8th class, 120 in
9th class, 170 in 10th class, 100 in 11th class and 110 in 12th class. Represent this data on

the bar graph. 1x 5=5

[OR]

Prasad's family expenses are ten thousand rupees a month. He made a pie-chart on their ex-

penses for food, housing, savings, clothing, entertainment and miscellaneous expanses. Read

the pie-chart and convert it into a paragraph.

Monthly Expenditure of Prasad's family

Housing-25% Food-30% Entertainment-12%

Clothing-12% Savings-10% Miscellaneous-11%
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XVIII. Read the following transcriptions and write any five words in ordinary spelling.  5x1=5

a) ����������� A:___________________

b) �	��
������ A:___________________

c)  �	����������� A:___________________

d) ������� A:___________________

e) ����������� A:___________________

f) ��������� A:___________________

g)  ��������� A:___________________

h)  ������ A:___________________

i) �������	�� A:___________________

j)  �	��θ� A:___________________

[OR]

Find the word that is different from the other words in the group with regards to the

sound of the underlined letters.

a) ultra under unicorn A:___________________

b) honey money boy A:___________________

c) silk supper shoe A:___________________

d) cheap chin character A:___________________

e) culture vulture voltage A:___________________

XIX.  Write the number of the syllables for any six of the following words. 6x1/2=3

a) engine A:___________________

b) politics A:___________________

c) dictionary A:___________________

d) new A:___________________

e) security A:___________________

f) mutter A:___________________

g) revulsion A:___________________

h) community A:___________________

i) administration A:___________________

j) sort A:___________________
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XX. Complete the following dialogue. 4x1=4

Rishitha : Do you think that children nowadays are more____(a)_________?

Kavitha : Well, it's really depending. Children in the big city perhaps tend to be naughty.

Rishitha : I agree with you. I wonder why!

Kavitha : Do you know that it's mostly caused by________(b)_________?

Rishitha : But sometimes children who don't like watching TV are also naughty.

Kavitha : They are influenced by their environment. Children are still unstable, they

are changeable.

Rishitha : What is the best done by parent to stop______(c)____on TV?

Kavitha : I think it's rather hard to stop violence on TV, because children today

have much more freedom and ______(d)______to watch TV anywhere

and any time as well. Moreover, the media itself often more concerns

about profit rather than quality.
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SECTION-B

VI) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:
5x1=5

When he was born everyone 'advised' his parents to get rid of the kid as he was blind. But his

parents, who were not affluent by any counts, chose to take care of him, that too, to the best of

their abilities and gave him education. Forbes has named him in the list of super achievers from

Asia under the age of 30 but visually challenged Srikanth Bolla is in no mood to celebrate. His goal

is to get into the Forbes list of richest persons - and he won't settle for anything less.

Such is the determination of the 25 year - old, who was born blind and overcame all adversities

to become the first international blind student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

and now heads a Rs 30 crore ($4.6 million) company.

Visiting manufacturing plants in different locations in Telangana and Karnataka, attending business

meetings and, in between, trouble shooting over the phone, the CEO of Bollant Industries is a

busyman.

Born in family of farmers in Machilipatnam in Andhra Pradesh, life has been one long struggle

for him. After passing his Class 10 exam he chose the science stream for the plus-two stage but

was not permitted to write the Joint Entrance Exam for IIT-aspirants as he was blind.

"I said when IIT doesn't want me, I don't want IIT either. Let me find the best opportunity in the

world-better than IIT. MIT being the top school in the world, I always wanted to go there and I went

there," said Srikanth, who has a B.SC in management from MIT.

Questions:

1. What did people advise the parents of Srikanth when he was born?

A:Everyone advised the parents of Srikanth's to get rid of the kind as he was blind.

2. What is the goal of Srikanth?

A:His goal is to get into the Forbes list of richest persons

3. Why did Srikanth decide to study in MIT?

A:Because he is not permitted to write the Joint Entrance Exam for IIT/he wanted to find the

best opportunity in the world better than IIT

4. Write the antonym of 'permit'.

A:Prohibit, ban, block, disallow

5. Answer 'True' of 'False'.

Srikanth missed a great chance because he could not take the Joint Entrance Exam for IIT.

A:False.
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VII) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:

5x1=5

Ministry of Human Resource Development under its National Mission on Education through

Information and Communication Technology has initiated the National Digital Library of India (NDL

India) pilot project to develop a framework of virtual repository of learning resources with a single-

window search facility. Filtered and federated searching is employed to facilitate focused search-

ing so that learners can find out the right resource with least effort and in minimum time. NDL

India is designed to hold content of any language and provides interface support for leading

Indian languages (currently Hindi and Bengali). It is being arranged to provide support for all

academic levels including researchers and life-long learners, all disciplines, all popular form of

access devices and differently-abled learners. It is being developed to help students to prepare

for entrance and competitive examination, to enable people to learn and prepare from best prac-

tices from all over the world and to facilitate researchers to perform inter-linked exploration from

multiple sources. The pilot project is devising a framework that is being scaled up with respect to

content volume and diversity to serve all levels and disciplines of learners. It is being developed

at IIT Kharagpur (Source: https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/)

Questions:

1. What is the passage about?

A: Pilot project of National Digital Library of India

2. NDL means

A: National digital Library

3. Which languages does NDL support currently?

A:Hindi and Bengali

4. Find a word from the passage that means 'search'?

A:exploration

5. Who has developed the pilot project of the NDL?

A: IIT Kharagpur
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SECTION-C

VIII. Fill in the blanks with a, an or the.

a) Please give me___ hundred.

b) Tripura is in _____North East of India.

c) I saw ______ untidy child.

d) Hindus read ________ Bhagavadgeetha.

e) Can you find me____small house for rent?

f) My sister is _________RTO.

IX. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions.

a) I prefer _________travel by train

b) An atheist does't believe _____ the existence of God

c) They shared the booty______ themselves.

d) The plane took ______ on time.

e) I have been waiting for you __ 7O' clock.

 f) Sresta always sits___ Sonica in Church.

X. Fill in the blanks with suitable forms of the verbs given in brackets.

a) If you start at once, you ______________  by 6 o' clock (arrive)

b) Please don't make noice ! I ______________  (study)

c) They______________ my brother an hour ago (meet)

d) Yesterday I ______________ absent (be)

e) Ravi ______________ in the garden since morning (work)

ANS COLUMN PAGE

a)  a

b)  the

c)  an

d)  the

e)  a

f)  an

a) to

b)  in

c)  among

d)  off

e)  since

f)  beside

a)  will arrive

b) am studying

c)  met

d)  was

e)  has been working
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XI) Rewrite the following sentences as directed. 5 x 1 = 5

a) The boys are eating food. (Begin the sentence with "Food")

A: Food is being eaten by boys.

b) Kiran said, " I am angry" (Change into indirect speech)

A: Kiran said that he was  angry.

c) Copper is the best conductor (Change into positive degree)

A: No other conductor is as/ so good as copper.

d) Sunny went to Canada.  He will pursue good job

(Combine the sentence using to + infinitive)

A: Sunny went to Canada to pursue good job.

e) Let us walk on the pavement (Add a question tag)

A: Let us walk on the pavement, shall we?

XII. Rewrite the following sentences correcting the underlined part. The entire sentence must

be written. 5 x 1 = 5

a) Mother is loving her daughter.

A: Mother loves her daughter.

b) She has been absent since three days.

A: She has been absent for three days.

c) The gold is a precious metal.

A: Gold is a precious metal.

d) This restaurant is more better than the other.

A: This restaurant is better than the other.

e) He knows french beside English.

A: He knows french besides English.
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XIII. Use any THREE of the following phrasal verbs in your own sentences: 3x1=3

a) Hurry up

A: Hurry up or else you miss the train.

b) Eat away

A: The disease eats away the liver.

c) Gave up

A: Hari gave up smoking on the advice of his parents.

d) Turn off

A: I have turned off all the lights and locked the door.

e) Deal with

A: Tagore's poems deal with Patriotism.

f) Find out

A: You will never find out all my secrets.

XIV. Identify the silent consonant(s) in the following words.

a) Buffet

b) align

c) knight

d) Chalk

e) gargle

f) Psalm

XV. Identify the part of  speech of the underlined words.

a) She was born in 2005.

b) He solved the problem quickly.

c) Congrats! finally you won the match.

d) Do you smoke?

e) The new car broke down.

f) Madhav is rich but he does not spend a pie.

ANS PAGE COLUMN

a)  t

b)  g

c)  k

d)  l

e)  r,e

f)  p,l

a) Preposition

b)  Adverb

c) Interjection

d)  Verb

e)  Adjective

f)  Conjunction
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XVI. Match the Words in Column 'A' with their meanings /definitions in Column'B'. 6x1/2=3

Column'A' Column'B'

1) Impatient [  e   ]  (a) to loot (or) plunder

2) Adventure [  f   ] (b) the ability to recover quickly from depression

3) Resilience [  b  ] (c) remains/ trace

4) Pillage [  a  ] (d) to praise or welcome somebody publicly

5) Vestige [ c  ] (e) easily annoyed by someone's mistakes

6) Acclaim [ d  ] (f) An usual,exciting or dangeour journey

(g) on the way

(h) a violent windy storm
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XVII.Read the following information  and interpret it in to  a bar paragraph: 1x 5=5

The number of students in five different classes is like this. 150 students in 8th class, 120 in 9th

class, 170 in 10th class, 100 in 11th class and 110 in 12th class. Represent this data on the bar

graph. [OR]

Prasad's family expenses are ten thousand rupees a month. He made a pie-chart on their ex-
penses for food, housing, savings, clothing, entertainment and miscellaneous expanses. Read
the pie-chart and convert it into a paragraph.
Monthly expenditure of Prasad's family

Housing-25% Food-30% Entertaiment-12%

Clothing-12% Savings-10% Miscellaneous-11%

�����������	�
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The given pie-chart shows the monthly expenditure of Prasad's family.  His major part of 30% (Rs.

3,000/-) is spent on food followed by Housing 25% (Rs. 2,500/-). They spend equal amounts on

clothing and entertainment 12% (Rs 1200/-) & 12% (Rs. 1200/-) respectively.

After meeting all the regular expenses 11% (Rs 1100/-) he contributed towards miscellaneous

expenses. Finally his savings are 10% (Rs. 1000/-) .
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XVIII. Read the following transcriptions and write any five words in

ordinary spelling.  5x1=5

a) �����������

b) �	��
������

 c)  �	�����������

d) �������

�e) �����������

f) ���������

g)  ���������

h)  ������

i) �������	��

j)  �	��θ�

[OR]

Find the word that is different from the other words in the group

with regards to the sound of the underlined letters.

a) ultra under unicorn

b) honey money boy

c) silk supper shoe

d) cheap chin character

e) culture vulture voltage

XIX.  Write the number of the syllables for any six of the following words.

a) engine

b) politics

c) dictionary

d) new

e) security

f) mutter

g) revulsion

h) community

i) administration

j) sort

 ANS PAGE COLUMN

1)  teaser

2)  amputate

3)  customer

4)  citizen

5)  difficulty

6)  digital

7)  mutter

8) nation

9) human

10)  faith

1)  unicorn

2) boy

3) shoe

4) character

5) voltage

1)  two

2)  three

3)  four

4) one

5) four

6)  two

7)  three

8) four

9) five

10) one
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XX. Complete the following dialogue. 4x1=4

Rishitha : Do you think that children nowadays are more____(a)_________?

Kavitha : Well, it's really depending. Children in the big city perhaps tend to be naughty.

Rishitha : I agree with you. I wonder why!

Kavitha : Do you know that it's mostly caused by________(b)_________?

Rishitha : But sometimes children who don't like watching TV are also naughty.

Kavitha : They are influenced by their environment. Children are still unstable, they

are changeable.

Rishitha : What is the best done by parent to stop______(c)____on TV?

Kavitha : I think it's rather hard to stop violence on TV, because children today

have much more freedom and ______(d)______to watch TV anywhere
and any time as well. Moreover, the media itself often more concerns

about profit rather than quality.

A: a) naughty  b) watching T.V     c) watching violence     d) interest/access
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